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Polka-Dot Patterns
Materials sentence strips

sticky colored dots

rubber stamps and stamp pad (optional)

What to do 1.  Make several colored dot patterns on sentence strips. Have the pattern cover

only half of the strip.

2.  When the children go to the center, they pick up a pattern of dots and

continue the pattern to the end of the sentence strip.

3.  A variation is to use rubber stamps to make the pattern instead of sticky

dots.

w Barbara Saul, Eureka, CA

We Are Learning to 
Skip Count by Fives

Materials 8 1⁄2” x 11” tagboard or medium cardstock

scissors

marker

die-cut goldfish

glue stick

pocket chart

laminate

What to do 1.  This is a great activity for teaching children how to count by fives.

2.  Print an activity title on a piece of 7” x 11” tagboard (turned sideways), such

as “We Are Learning to Skip Count!” Draw a picture of a goldfish in a

fishbowl, if desired.

3.  Print the following rhyme on a piece of 8 1⁄2 ” x 11” tagboard turned sideways.

Skip count, skip count, count by fives,

Skip count, skip count, count by fives,

Skip count, skip count, count by fives,

We can count to 50.
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4.  Label ten die-cut goldfish shapes with a different numeral from 5 to 50 (5, 10,
15, and so on). Mount them on tagboard using a glue stick.

5.  Use a paper cutter or scissors to cut the four lines of the rhyme into sentence
strips and cut around each goldfish so they are all the same size and fit into
the rows of the pocket chart. Laminate and cut out.

6.  Insert the title card in the top pocket of the pocket chart. Place the four lines
to the song under the title card, each line in a separate pocket in the pocket
chart.

7.  Hang the pocket chart at children’s eye level.
8.  Let children work individually or as teams to arrange the numbered goldfish

in sequential order in the rows on the pocket chart.
9.  Enjoy chanting the rhyme together in this fun center.

w Jackie Wright, Enid, OK

Sorting: Stripes or Spots
Materials pictures of objects with stripes and spots

pictures of wild animals or zoo animals with spots or stripes
felt or magnets
glue
flannel board or magnetic board
nature magazines
scissors

What to do 1.  Show the children pictures of objects and discuss the differences in the
stripes and spots. Look at the animal pictures and talk about the stripes and
spots.

2.  Glue felt on the backs of the pictures (for flannel board use) or magnets (for
magnetic board use).

3.  Divide a flannel board or magnetic board in half—one side for stripes and
one for spots.

4.  Give each child a picture to place on the correct side of the board.
5.  Place the materials in the math center for children to explore and practice

with during center time.
6.  Do similar activities using other animal characteristics (such as fur or

feathers, long or short necks, and so on) to help the children build their
vocabulary as well as to focus on the similarities and differences.

Related books Are You My Mother? by P.D. Eastman

Whose Tail Is It? by Peg Hall

w Sandra Nagel, White Lake, MI


